
Figure 6:  Runtime of the algorithms in
hours based on the number of sequences

for distance constraint of 100bp.

Figure 2:  Number of Amplicons considered
during the model optimization for distance  

constraint of 100bp.

Figure 1 :  Difference in regions enclosed by the same
primer pair .
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This research focuses on the impact of mismatches on
the selected amplicons in the AmpliDiff  algorithm
(cite) .  The AmpliDiff  algorithm finds highly
discriminatory parts of genomes,  along with primers
which can be used to amplify those regions.

Figure 5:  Number of Amplicons selected with
their respective primer pair  for 150 sequences

for distance constraint of 100bp.

Figure 4:  Number of Amplicons selected with
their respective primer pair  for 75 sequences

for distance constraint of 100bp.

Figure 3:  Size of the primer set for distance
constraint 100bp.

METHODOLOGY

First a primer-to primer comparison is done
Each primer gets assigned a set of similar
primers,  i f  s imilarity ≥ e
Similarity between primers is  computed based on
two different metrics

Hamming Distance [1]
Levenshtein Distance [2]

A distance of region enclosed constraint is  added
which ensures that the same primer pair  cannot
occur twice,  as shown in Figure 1 .
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RESEARCH QUESTION
The main research questions are:  

Does allowing mismatches impact the amplicons
selected?
If  so,  how is it  reflected on amplicons which were
selected in both solution sets?

EXPERIMENT SETUP
Two datasets comprised of 75,  and 150 l ineages of
the SARS-CoV-2 are used
The experiment is  ran on both datasets using the
original algorithm & the two inexact matching
versions
Number of mismatches allowed is set to 2 (e = 2)
The distance constraint is  set to 100bp, 400bp and
1000bp [3] 
Ran on DelftBlue cluster with 200GB RAM and 12
CPU cores

Figure 2 suggest:  
Using Hamming Distance on 150 seq. ,
implies that fewer amplicons need to
be considered to f ind the optimal
solution.
For 75 sequences,  all  three variations
give the same solution

Figure 3 shows that:  
size of the primer set is  the same for
75 seq.
despite allowing for mismatches,  the
Hamming distance primer set is
smaller for 150 seq.

As seen in Figures 2,  3 & 5,  Levenshtein distance does not produce any results for 150
seq. within 24h of runtime
Figure 4 shows that when considering 75 sequences,  the same amplicons with the
same primers are selected
Figure 5 suggests that when using Hamming distance fewer primers are needed.

Hamming Distance:
Allowing for primer mismatches does impact the
amplicons in the solution set.
It  takes fewer amplicons to f ind the optimal
solution
The amplicons selected completely differ from
the ones in the original algorithms solution
It takes significantly more time to compute

Levenshtein Distance:
The similarity introduces overheads such that
finding a feasible solution in less than 24h with
given computational power
Does not contribute to a better solution set for
smaller sequences

Setting the constraint to a value higher than 100bp
makes it  so that the model is  overly stringent,  hence,
no solution can be found.

Using a weighted similarity score
Relaxing the distance region enclosed constraint
Optimizing the computation of Levenshtein distance
by util izing a smaller comparison matrix
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